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Address ZIRCAR Refractory Composites, Inc. 
PO Box 489 
10921 Florida 
PoBox 489

Country USA

State New York

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
ZIRCAR's LUMINAR Products are advanced materials for hot glass slumping and fusing. No other mold materials are as strong, light, versatile,
durable, and easy to use. Our mold making materials are designed to be extremely stable while heated, resist sticking and are in most cases can be
re-used for a number of cast or slumped parts.

Our products include Mold Mix 6 which is a high temperature refractory Molding compound designed to allow replication of 3-D objects in glass,
LUMINAR Moldable Sheets which is a high alumina ceramic laminate sheet which has the ability to become pliable when wetted and regain its original
strength when dried. Hot glass will not stick to it making it ideal for slumping molds as well as re-usable non-stick kiln shelf liners
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